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        Paris Olympics on track to hit NBC ad sales record after pandemic    
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                        Apr 10, 2024                    
                
                        
                By Sheila Dang (Reuters) – As the July opening ceremony for the 2024 Paris Olympics draws closer, U.S. broadcaster NBCUniversal is seeing renewed interest from major corporate sponsors in the premier global sporting event as fans are expected to fill Olympic stadiums for the first time since the COVID-19 pandemic. Comcast-owned NBCU said on Tuesday…            
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        Gazans live on memories of past Eid festivals as war ruins special day    
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                By Mohammad Salem GAZA (Reuters) – Palestinians visited the graves of loved ones killed in the Gaza war and prayed beside the wreckage of a mosque and in shattered streets as the devastating conflict cast a pall over the Eid al-Fitr holiday. Millions of Muslims around the world are observing Eid, marking the end of…            
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        Neutral Switzerland joins European Sky Shield defence project    
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                GENEVA (Reuters) – Switzerland’s Federal Council on Wednesday approved the country’s participation in the European Sky Shield Initiative air defence umbrella, designed to build an integrated air and missile defence system across Europe. The European Sky Shield Initiative (ESSI) is a common air defence scheme set up by Germany in 2022 to boost European air…            
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        EU court takes Russian billionaires Fridman, Aven off sanctions list    
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                BRUSSELS (Reuters) – The European Union Court of Justice ruled on Wednesday to remove Russian billionaires Mikhail Fridman and Petr Aven from a list of individuals facing European Union sanctions after Russia’s attack on Ukraine in 2022. “The General Court considers that none of the reasons set out in the initial acts is sufficiently substantiated…            
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                LAKE SUVIANA, Italy (Reuters) – Hopes of finding survivors of an accident at a power plant in northern Italy are dwindling, firefighters said on Wednesday, as rescuers searched for four people missing in an area of the plant where water was rising rapidly. At least three people were killed on Tuesday after a fire and…            
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        Three minors die, 19 migrants rescued at Greece’s Chios island    
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                ATHENS (Reuters) -Greece has recovered the bodies of three minors and rescued 19 migrants after their dinghy hit rocks at the island of Chios in the Aegean Sea near Turkey, the coastguard said on Wednesday. Greece has been a favoured gateway to the European Union for migrants and refugees from the Middle East, Africa and…            
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        EU lawmakers vote on migration system revamp ahead of bloc’s election    
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                By Nette Noestlinger and Gabriela Baczynska BRUSSELS (Reuters) – European lawmakers are holding a vote on Wednesday on a revamp of the bloc’s migration system that the pro-EU political centre casts as a proof of its viability against the far right ahead of the bloc’s parliamentary election in June. It promises to cut the times…            
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        Biden welcomes ‘global partner,’ Japan’s Kishida, at White House summit    
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                By Steve Holland and Jeff Mason WASHINGTON (Reuters) – U.S. President Joe Biden and Japanese Prime Minister Fumio Kishida will showcase a strong and growing partnership during a White House state visit on Wednesday focused on joint defense cooperation to deter an aggressive China. The summit kicks off with an official arrival ceremony on the…            
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        Paris Olympics strike notices filed for public sector workers, CGT union says    
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                PARIS (Reuters) -French hardline CGT union has filed a strike notice for public sector workers during the Paris summer Olympics, a CGT official said on Wednesday. “The notice was filed this day and it covers the period from April 15 to September 15,” CGT official Celine Verzeletti said on BFM TV. The notice applies to…            
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        Explainer-How three European human rights cases could shape climate litigation    
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                By Gloria Dickie and Emma Farge LONDON (Reuters) – Does government inaction on climate change violate human rights?  That is the question the European Court of Human Rights addressed in Strasbourg, France, as it ruled on three separate climate cases as part of a growing trend of communities bringing climate lawsuits against governments.  The verdicts set a…            
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        Swiss government proposes measures to curb rising rents    
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                Under these proposals, landlords won't be able to pass on general cost increases to tenants indiscriminately.            
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        South Korea opposition parties projected to retain majority in legislature    
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                By Hyonhee Shin, Sebin Choi and Jack Kim SEOUL (Reuters) – South Korea’s main opposition party and its allies were projected to win a majority in Wednesday’s elections for the country’s legislature, exit polls showed, in what would mark a significant blow to President Yoon Suk Yeol. A joint poll released by KBS, MBC and…            
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        EU finance ministers to discuss Ukraine reform plans, sources say    
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                BERLIN (Reuters) – EU finance ministers will discuss in Luxemburg this week reform plans and an investment agenda submitted by Ukraine in a bid by Kyiv to secure funding, sources in the German finance ministry said on Wednesday. The ministry sources said they welcomed that Ukraine was “so ambitious” in its approach. Ukraine has identified…            
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        Soccer – France tightens security at PSG stadium after Islamic State threats    
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                By Yann Tessier PARIS (Reuters) – French police tightened security around Paris Saint-Germain’s (PSG) Parc des Princes stadium on Wednesday following a threat of attacks by Islamic State that adds to security worries ahead of the upcoming summer Olympics. PSG play Barcelona later in a Champions League soccer quarter-final to be viewed by millions around…            
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        Russia aborts Angara-A5 space rocket launch for second time    
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                MOSCOW (Reuters) – The test launch of Russia’s Angara-A5 rocket from the Vostochny Cosmodrome was aborted on Wednesday for the second time this week. An announcement made over a livestream mere seconds before takeoff on Wednesday said the launch would be cancelled. It was not immediately clear why. On Tuesday, an issue with the pressurising…            
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        The losing battle against Greece’s tumbling birthrate    
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                By Karolina Tagaris ORMENIO, Greece (Reuters) – Army sergeant Christos Giannakidis was planning to have a second child when Greece’s debt crisis exploded last decade, straining his finances and erasing hope of extending the family. One son is expensive enough, he says, especially the cost of ferrying him around his remote corner of northeastern Greece…            
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        Russian air strikes keep up pressure on energy system in Mykolaiv, Odesa    
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                KYIV (Reuters) -A Russian missile and drone attack damaged a Ukrainian energy facility in the Black Sea region of Odesa and energy infrastructure in the city of Mykolaiv on Wednesday, keeping up pressure on the embattled power grid, officials said. Russia renewed its aerial assault on the energy system last month, devastating at least eight…            
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        Exclusive-EU’s new tech laws are working – small browsers gain market share    
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                By Supantha Mukherjee and Foo Yun Chee STOCKHOLM/BRUSSELS (Reuters) – Independent browser companies in the European Union are seeing a spike in users in the first month after EU legislation forced Alphabet’s Google, Microsoft and Apple to make it easier for users to switch to rivals, according to data provided to Reuters by six companies.…            
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        Shares gain, treasuries steady ahead of all-important U.S. inflation    
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                By Alun John and Scott Murdoch LONDON/SYDNEY (Reuters) -World stocks traded higher and bonds and currencies steadied on Wednesday, largely unfazed by ratings agency Fitch downgrading its China outlook, while traders awaited crucial U.S. inflation data due later in the day. Europe’s broad STOXX 600 index rose 0.6% recovering after a drop the day before…            
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        Australia to consider recognising Palestinian state, foreign minister says    
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                By Kirsty Needham SYDNEY (Reuters) – Australia’s foreign minister Penny Wong said Canberra would consider recognition of a Palestinian state, a shift in policy as the international community looks for a two-state solution to end the Israel-Palestinian conflict. In a speech on Tuesday evening, Wong backed comments by Britain’s foreign minister David Cameron who has…            
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